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The Anchor the Dream Playshop
Reality Creation for Personal, Organizational and Planetary Transformation
With Manifesting Mentor, Master Facilitator and Best-selling Author Chiraya Dharma
You're exuberance is infectious and loads of fun!
Most deeply rewarding spiritually!
~ Gina Marques

Workshop Overview
What Is It?
THE PROCESS FOLLOWS PARTICIPANTS’ PASSIONS!
We Envision New Earth Realities and then “Live the Dream As If It’s Real Now”
Following time-tested, true, and authentic ancient reality creation and manifestation
principles, we become “Visionary Stewards” and “Energetic Activists” birthing New Earth
Realities into the Noosphere through Spontaneous Theatrics and Conscious Comedy!
Length?
●
●
●

●

3 hours and 15 minutes is the preferred time frame for the full experience

●

When shorter lengths are required, modifications can be made

Who is it for?
●

Visionaries, Healers, Change-Makers, Leaders, Mystics, Luminaries and Heart Centered
People of All Kinds

Why Is It Awesome?
●

In The Anchor the Dream Playshop, participants not only learn advanced reality creation
techniques and get a foundation of how the Universe actually works, they participate in
changing the fabric of existence to birth new realities for earth life that are positive,
harmonious, and uplifting - in an atmosphere of fun, joy, and spontaneous theatrics.

●

Participants typically report powerful healings taking place during the workshop due to the
very high vibe nature of the experience

●

We leverage the power of quantum physics and our true nature to become visionary
stewards of our worlds, communities, and lives
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AS SEEN AT THESE FESTIVALS & MANY MORE SINCE 2005

More Details
The Anchor the Dream Playshop is a large group Visionary Stewardship Experience which
teaches Reality Creation and Manifesting on behalf of our whole world. The experience can
also be applied to Personal, Organizational, and Community Reality Creation and
Manifesting.
This high vibe playshop activates us into our bliss and sense of connection with one another
and all of life very profoundly! In it, we co-create new “blueprints” for earth life based on
agendas of our own choosing that are truly “Source Sanctioned” and for the Highest Good of
All.
From this place of harmony and mutual cooperation, people from all walks of life and
religious traditions are invited to participate. We celebrate our Unity in our Diversity, and
connect with the Universal Power and Presence of Love in non-religious yet intrinsically
“spiritual” ways that are non-exclusive.
WHAT’S YOUR VISION FOR THE BEST OF THE BEST POSSIBLE FOR LIFE ON EARTH?
Discover your deepest visions in The Anchor the Dream Playshop!
What does it look like? What does it feel like?
Utilizing advanced group visioning techniques to bring out the highest visions from each
individual, we then weave the fabric of the collective dream:
●

●
●
●

How could our children’s education be the most loving, empowering, confidence
building, joy inducing experience possible for them? • Could politicians be World
Servers?
What do you want the environment to be like?
What is it like on earth when all people are healthy, happy, wealthy, and wise?
What does it feel like when all corporations become Earth Stewards, creating with
sustainable technologies?
○ ...when all our technologies are sustainable?
○ … when government be in its highest aspect based on harmony and love?
○ … when international relations be at their highest level of harmony and mutual
sustainability?
○ … when the economy is based on love and follows the patterns of nature?
○ … when all the ecosystems of the planet are restored?
○ … when beautiful ecovillages dot the earth in natural settings with loving
regenerative communities as the norm?
○ … when all food is beyond organic?
○ … when all the world’s children, women and men are safe?

○
○
○

… when all people are free to be the genius they are deep down inside, and
this is encouraged by our systems?
… when the waters of the earth are clean?
And so forth

Participates learn to retrieve Source Sanctioned Visions for Life on Earth and/or their
Organization or Community in this Visionary Stewardship Playshop created by Chiraya
Dharma. Accolades for the experience have come in since its inception in 2005. Pods
co-create a visionary theater piece to express this new vision for earth life, with the most fun
ever! Dynamic, synergistic Reality Creation at its best.

Personal Reality Creation Playshop
Also Since 2005
Like Anchor The Dream, participants receive Source Sanctioned Visions and act them out
“visionary theater” style to energetically express their “new life” and what they wish to bring
to the world in a wildly fun setting with the help of other participants who “act as characters
in their new dream.”

Organizational / Community Reality Creation Playshop
Also Since 2005
Taking all the codes from The Anchor the Dream Playshop, we focus specifically on what an
organization or community wants to create and manifest for their group’s particular needs.

The Anchor the Dream Playshop Facilitator Trainings

We have a goal to train 100 facilitators

Imagine with us 100+ trained facilitators of The Anchor the Dream Playshop around the
world, helping people to birth these new earth realities into the noosphere and collective
unconscious on purpose with great love and joy! We are ready to train facilitators.

Endorsements for The Anchor the Dream Playshop
It was a tremendously rewarding uplifting expansive high level experience and I am so
grateful to have had a n opportunity to leave behind my personal concerns and expand out
into helping the world and connect more deeply with the fact that we are all One. And to
join others who are also doing the same thing. How grateful I am to you ... to have conceived
and launched this, giving us the opportunity to do this. I think you’re the perfect person to
offer this process because you are not only of a very high spiritual level but you let your joy
exuberate out of you and so many people on the spiritual path don’t do that. it was great to
see somebody who was truly walking the talk. You're exuberance is infectious and loads of
fun! Most deeply rewarding spiritually! You’re a free spirit! And that helped to liberate and
expand and open us up more!
~Gina Marques
WOW!... I had an absolutely joyful time playing at your first Anchor the Dream workshop.
What fun it was to play, dance, mind map our collective visions for planetary transformation,
meditate, create our vision in small groups of the dream in skits, meditate, learn about
raising our vibration to assist in the creation of a new reality, meet new friends…and so much
more… was offered to assist in creating the ripples of change that are bound to come from
such an insightful and inspiring weekend. It was a pleasure to meet you for the first time
and a joy to watch your expressions as your dream came true as you rolled out your vision
through the workshop to cultivate the seeds for change. I applaud you for creating such a
brilliant weaving of thought patterns and activities and thank you for having the opportunity
to be a part of your creation. I know your heart must feel thrilled, delighted and uplifted as
mine does as my being is still echoing the vibration of a shift that happened within me
several days later. I feel so honored and grateful that God found a way to connect me with
you to allow such a profound connection in Source that your Anchor the Dream workshop
provided. Surrounding you with support, love, and blessings and wishing you all the best.
Namaste.
~Krystal Fenn
Great workshop...........far exceeded my expectations. Energized me to focus on shifting my
consciousness and that of our beloved earth and universe.
~Chantal Andrews
Thank you, thank you, thank you for this past weekend! I had such a high time! Anchoring
the Dream is an idea whose time has come! What power in group visualizing, especially
after we raise our vibrations together!
When I first got there and we did the first dance, I was feeling a bit tight and closed
down, but by the last dance, I was dancing up a storm and hugging everyone!
It’s so much fun to be both silly and powerful! I hope you offer it here again so I can
share this with all my friends!
~Love from my highest energy level, Jennifer Yane

… Great Love Goddess of the NEW NOW-NESS, thanks so much for the weekend
EXPERIENCE!!!!! If you ever do that again, let me know so I can share this with some of my
yoga friends - I know they'd love it too. Energetic Activists Engaged and Ready for ACTION!!
The information presented was powerful and inspiring to work in concert with so
many people all with similar visions for the future of life on Earth. The humming bee circle
was an amazing "real" example of how vibration multiplied by many people filled with peace
and love can open your Spirit wide open. The group work we did Sunday was really
amazing, too. Watching each group's performance, especially the one on Communication
that was entirely SILENT moved me nearly to tears. I now can take my own Spiritual practice
and imagine it multiplied like ripples in the ocean all over the planet. I feel that even I have a
powerful impact on our planet and all living beings just by living Peace, Love and Light.
...your Divinely inspired words and this entire program are a major key/ tool to lifting us all to
a HIGHER place. You are right - it is time. The time is........NOW!!!
~Going forth and Om'ing Loudly with Divine Light and Love, Lydia "Nitya"

Our, ANCHOR THE DREAM Workshop Weekend was LIBERATING and INSPIRING! I am
released from unhelpful, and self limiting thought patterns. And I feel Inspired to see the
possibilities. Most especially I liked the incredible music and working together in groups. We
took the time, not only to look deeper within, but also, reach out in fellowship to each other
for the good of our living EARTH!! YIPPEE! WHAT A CONCEPT! Thank you Sister.... You are
the spark, starting up this HEALING MOVEMENT.
~Grateful Steward, Timothy Waywalker

Chiraya Dharma Bio
Chiraya Dharma is a Reality Creation Mentor, Bestselling Author, and Advanced
Energy Healer assists people in “remembering” how to leverage their innate power
of reality creation and manifesting on behalf of people and planet, while healing
their stuff and stepping into their magnificence.
Celebrities, CEOs, Global Changemakers, Visionaries, spiritual seekers, conscious
professionals, and lightworkers seek Chiraya Dharma’s wisdom, advice, and
clear-seeing abilities as a Coach, Consultant, and Guide.
She bridges Quantum pathways from the spiritual dimensions to earth realities to
help people not only with their spiritual growth, but with creating grounded,
practical, and successful businesses, projects, and lifestyles which support and
enhance their authentic purpose and mission.

Chiraya Dharma has authored powerful books of foundational spiritual wisdom and
comprehension, including Fall In Love with the Beloved Within, Unlocked &
Unleashed: The God Within You, Codes of Union: Divine Mother Speaks, and Love’s
Whisperings: Authentic Spiritual Development (available on Amazon.com).
The Central book of the Codes of Union Series Fall In Love with the Beloved Within,
brings to the table the tools, insights, and empowering will to assist people
everywhere in leaving behind the dust of old paradigm mentalities so they can truly
step into their Magnificence with confidence, clarity and courage. Realizing a world
of people empowered to live the truth of Source Within will change our planetary
collective experience at a startlingly quick pace, She has dedicated her life to the
transmission of this wisdom.
An accomplished and highly valued speaker, Chiraya Dharma has presented
hundreds of workshops, broadcasts, and talks that leave audiences grateful for the
authentic truths they get to take home and call their own from then on. Now,
Chiraya Dharma is stepping in to deliver her works in the form of workshops,
retreats, books, her blog and vlog, social media, videos, audios, and public
appearances.
Formerly known as Laura Fox and the founder of Pure Living Expo, co-producer of
One Love Experience, co-producer of numerous higher consciousness events, and
Founder of Divine Love Wisdom Experience monthly transmissions podcast, she’s
on a mission to awaken humanity globally to their manifesting power including the
grand Power and Presence of their own inner Source and personal Magnificence.
She further empowers conscious leaders, visionaries and entrepreneurs to “deliver
the goods” they were born to share with an awakening planet.
A comedian, poet, and artist, Chiraya Dharma blends the sacred with humor and
beauty to accomplish the goal of tickling souls into re-alignment with the Spark of
Spirit which is eternal, effulgent, effervescent, and overflowing Love, Light, and
Wisdom. She advocates the Power of Love as a purveyor of transformative wisdom.
For more information about Chiraya Dharma, and to learn more about her books,
programs, appearances and retreats, please visit ChirayaDharma.com..
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